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QOV NEWSLETTER
Hurricane Katrina & The Quilting Spirit

Hello {EmailAddress},
It's September. We have much on our plates to consider. The first and
foremost is the devastation from Hurricane Katrina. I can not fathom what it
Of Special Note
must be like for all those directly affected by this tragic event and its most
unfortunate fallout. My sister-in-law rode out the hurricane where its force was
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the greatest unscathed. But upon returning to her house she found almost
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total annihilation of houses arounds her including a town that was no longer.
Fons and Porter's Love of
The quilting community has always been one provide for those in need. Your
Quilting
quilts provide comfort, warmth and knowledge that someone cares. I
encourage all of you to contribute. Two sites come readily to mind. The first
Charities... is a site that provides a list of charities you can choose from and
their records. The second site is Quilts Inc. Here Karey B's company will
match dollar for dollar (up to $10,000) of money you donate to the Hurricane
Katrina Relief Fund. There is also information of where you can send quilts for all those with only the clothes on
their backs.
New QOV Mystery Quilt headed by Nancy
I want to thank Judy for standing at the QOV First Mystery Quilt's helm. Now we have Nancy. It started
the first of Sept!
Want to help, but not sure what pattern to make?
Join us for our second mystery quilt and make a Quilt of Valor to show your appreciation to a serviceman
or woman. The mystery will run from September 1 through October.

Click to join quiltmystery
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